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1 Introduction 

 

This permit rationale (or fact sheet) sets forth the Division of Water Resources’ (the division’s) 

basis for permit conditions to be applied statewide for the reissuance of the Tennessee 

NPDES General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities 

(CGP). The CGP is intended to authorize stormwater point source discharges to waters of the 

State of Tennessee from construction activities that result in the disturbance of one acre or 

more of total land area. 

 

2 Background 

 

On November 16, 1990, the EPA issued an NPDES rule (Phase I) that required a wide range 

of industrial activities to obtain permits to discharge stormwater runoff. Category ten (x) 
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from the extensive definition of "stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity," 

(promulgated by the EPA in 40 C.F.R. §122.26(b)(14)) includes construction activity, identified 

as following: 

 

“construction activity including clearing, grading and excavation activities except 

operations that result in the disturbance of less than five acres of total land area 

and which are not a part of a larger common plan of development or sale” 

 

In December 1999, EPA finalized the "Phase II" regulations, which require controls on 

stormwater discharges from a broader sector of municipalities, industries, and construction 

sites. On March 10, 2003, Phase II regulations came into effect, and extended coverage to 

construction activities (including other land-disturbing activities) that disturb one to five 

acres in size, including even smaller sites (<1 acre) that are part of a larger common plan of 

development or sale. 

 

Because permit requirements for the above described construction activities are similar 

across the state, and because of the number of facilities now in existence and expected to 

be created in the future, it has been the division’s position that this category of sources would 

be controlled appropriately under an NPDES general permit1. Initially, the State of Tennessee 

promulgated a general permit rule applicable to such construction activities. This general 

permit by rule became effective on September 26, 1992. The subsequent general NPDES 

permits had expiration dates of May 31, 2005, May 30, 2010, May 23, 2016 and September 

30, 2021. 

 

For the purpose of this proposed general permit, the term “stormwater discharges 

associated with construction activity” means a discharge from any conveyance which is used 

for collecting and conveying stormwater from construction activities including clearing, 

grading, filling and excavating (including borrow pits), or other similar construction activities 

that result in the disturbance of one acre or more of total land area. 

3 Construction Activity and Potential Impacts on Water Quality 

 

The primary pollutant discharged from construction sites is soil. Disturbed soil, if not 

managed properly, can be washed off-site and into streams during storms. Unless proper 

erosion prevention and sediment controls are used for construction activities, silt transport 

to local surface water is likely. Excessive silt in waterways causes adverse impacts due to 

biological alterations, reduced passage in rivers and streams, higher drinking water 

treatment costs for removing the sediment, and the alteration of water’s physical/chemical 

 
1 TDEC Rules, Chapter 0400-40-05-.02, - Definitions, states in paragraph (64): “Permit means an 

authorization, license, or equivalent control document issued by the Division of Water Resources 

which implements the requirements of the TWQCA. “Permit” includes an NPDES “general permit.” 

http://www.state.tn.us/sos/rules/1200/1200-04/1200-04-05.pdf
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properties, resulting in degradation of its quality. This degradation process is known as 

“siltation.” 

 

Silt has long been one of the primary pollutants in Tennessee waterways. The division has 

experimented with multiple ways to determine if a stream, river, or reservoir is impaired due 

to silt. These methods include visual observations, chemical analysis (total suspended solids), 

and macroinvertebrate/habitat surveys. The most satisfactory method for identification of 

impairment due to silt has been biological surveys that include habitat assessments. 

Ecoregions vary in the amount of silt that can be tolerated before aquatic life is impaired. 

Through work at reference streams, staff found that the appearance of sediment/silt in the 

water is often, but not always, associated with loss of biological integrity. Thus, for water 

quality assessment purposes, it is important to establish whether or not aquatic life is being 

impaired. For those streams where loss of biological integrity can be documented, the 

habitat assessment can determine if this loss is due to excessive silt deposits. 

 

Since one millimeter of soil over one acre site can weigh 5 tons, even a minor uncontrolled 

construction activity can cause major impairment in surface waters. Soil losses from 

pastureland averages 1.5 tons/acre-year, cropland cultivation can lose 20 tons/acre-year, 

whereas major construction activities can result in 150 to 200 tons/acre-year in the 

stormwater runoff when not properly managed. 

 

Site topography, ground cover, and best management practices (BMPs) are the key 

parameters for successful erosion control. This NPDES general permit requires that 

appropriate BMPs be used by the operators at construction sites. However, supplementary 

controls and even chemical treatment may be necessary for some specific site and 

construction activities to achieve effective protection of receiving stream and minimize 

degradation of water resources. 

 

Construction stormwater discharges typically occur during or after significant precipitation 

events. They are not continuous. The rate and frequency of sediment discharges from 

construction sites depend on a wide variety of factors, including but not limited to: site 

conditions (soil type, slope, total area of clearing); duration, intensity, and amount of 

precipitation; soil saturation at the outset of precipitation; and, of course, the design, 

installation, and maintenance of BMPs. Construction sites with larger areas of land 

disturbance require the design, installation, and maintenance of engineered treatment 

structures (sediment ponds) to allow sufficient residence time for settling of sediment prior 

to discharge. 

4 Applicable Statutory and Regulatory Conditions 

 

The Tennessee Water Quality Control Act requires a permit for the discharge of sewage, 

industrial wastes or other wastes into waters, or a location from which it is likely that the 
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discharged substance will move into waters. Tenn. Code Ann. § 69-3-108(b)(6). This provision 

applies to the discharge of stormwater from industrial sites, including construction sites 

disturbing one acre or more of land, or that are part of a common plan of development that 

disturbs one or more acres of land. 

 

The CGP is governed by both technology-based and water quality-based permit 

requirements. EPA has published federal effluent limitations guidelines for the construction 

and development point source category at 40 C.F.R. Part 450. These ELGs establish minimum 

narrative requirements for construction stormwater permits with a BMP-based approach for 

the design, installation, and maintenance of erosion and sediment controls to minimize the 

discharge of pollutants. In addition, these federal rules require natural buffers around 

streams and wetlands, soil stabilization, and pollution prevention, and prohibit the discharge 

of pollutants such as concrete washout, fuels, oils, soaps, solvents, etc. The ELGs do not 

include specific provisions for sampling, monitoring, inspections, or reporting. 

 

In addition, the Tennessee Water Quality Control Act prohibits the issuance of a permit for 

an activity that would cause a condition of pollution, either by itself or in combination with 

others. T.C.A. § 69-3-108(g). Further, Tennessee’s NPDES permit rules prohibit the issuance 

of permits for new activities that will cause or contribute to a violation of water quality 

standards. Rule 0400-40-05-.04(1)(g). Because the discharge of sediment to waters can cause 

pollution, the permit includes narrative water-quality based effluent limitations in addition 

to narrative technology-based effluent limitations. 

 

Finally, Tennessee’s NPDES permit rules provide for the establishment of effluent limitations 

in the form of BMPs to “control or abate the discharge of pollutants when numeric effluent 

limitations are infeasible and the practices are reasonably necessary to achieve effluent 

limitations and standards to carry out the purposes and intent of TWQCA.” Rule 0400-40-05-

.08(1)(i). NPDES stormwater permits have long relied upon a BMP-based approach to achieve 

effluent limitations to protect waters. The development of numeric effluent limitations has 

proven not to be feasible at the scale of this general permit, or in most construction 

stormwater permits across the United States.  

5 Present Permit Conditions 

 

The current version of the CGP includes a suite of narrative conditions, including narrative 

effluent limitations, BMP requirements, inspection requirements, and monitoring 

requirements to promote effective erosion prevention and sediment control. These 

requirements are based on a combination of the federal ELGs (e.g., BMPs and buffers), best 

professional judgment (e.g., state-based requirements for inspections), and state water 

quality rules (e.g., prohibition on objectionable color contrast).  
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The present system protects the quality of the waters of the state through the administration 

of the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation’s (TDEC) eight regional 

Environmental Field Offices (EFOs) and Nashville Central Office. Property owners, 

developers, builders, contractors and subcontractors who plan to conduct any construction 

must submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) and receive Notice of Coverage (NOC) from TDEC. 

Requesting coverage under the general permit means that an applicant had obtained and 

examined a copy of the permit, and thereby acknowledges applicant’s claim of ability to be 

in compliance with permit terms and conditions. 

 

Except as indicated below, the current permit provisions have proven to be both effective at 

minimizing pollution and practicable to implement, and therefore are proposed to be 

retained. 

6 Proposed Changes in the New Construction General Permit 

 

6.1 Typographical Errors, Language Clarifications and Structural Changes 

 

The proposed general permit has been modified to address typographical errors and 

clarifications. Redundant passages and unnecessary language has been removed and 

consolidated. As a result, the proposed draft permit is approximately 2,200 words shorter 

than the previous permit. Finally, relevant sections have been moved and consolidated to 

provide better document readability and clarity. We do not consider any of these changes to 

be of a substantive nature that in any way removes, weakens, or diminishes previously 

permit requirements. Rather, a reduction in word count without substantively changing 

permit conditions facilitates future compliance. Such changes are, therefore, not specifically 

itemized in this permit rationale. 

 

6.2 Limitations on Coverage 

 

Discharges into waters that are designated by the  Board of Water Quality, Oil, and Gas as 

Outstanding National Resource Waters (ONRW) pursuant to Rule 0400-40-03-.06(5) remain 

to be limited in the proposed draft permit. However, activities conducted by, or on behalf of, 

the National Park Service on its own lands may be authorized as long as they remain in full 

compliance with permit terms and conditions. The National Park Service has little choice but 

to conduct work in areas with ONRWs to promote its own mission, and moreover has its own 

high standards of environmental protection. 

 

6.3 MS4 Jurisdictions 

 

Language requiring applicants to submit info to MS4s and comply with local ordinances is 

proposed for deletion, on the basis that TDEC does not have the legal authority to enforce 

local ordinances under this permit; TDEC can only enforce the conditions of its own permit. 
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The division is seeking suggestions from MS4s on new language supportive of MS4s that 

does not exceed the limits of our authority.  Relevant information related to permitted sites 

is readily available on TDEC DataViewers and MapViewers. 

 

6.4 Electronic NOIs and Reporting 

 

The Division of Water Resources is in the process of launching the new MyTDEC Forms online 

customer portal for submission of permit applications and annual reports. The MyTDEC 

Forms portal was created to comply with EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 

System (NPDES) Electronic Reporting Rule (eRule), which requires electronic reporting and 

sharing of NPDES program data. This rule is modernizing Clean Water Act (CWA) reporting 

for municipalities, industries, and other facilities and will replace most paper based NPDES 

reporting requirements with electronic reporting. 

 

The Federal rule requires the State to share data electronically with EPA, thereby expediting 

the collection and processing of the data, thus making it more accurate and timelier. 

Additionally, data reported electronically such as facility-specific information, inspection and 

enforcement history, pollutant monitoring results, and other data required by NPDES 

permits will be made available to the public through EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance 

History Online website. It was designed to save program resources, make reporting easier, 

streamline permit renewals, ensure full exchange of basic NPDES permit data between states 

and EPA, improve environmental decision-making, and better protect human health and the 

environment. The draft permit has been modified to encourage and support electronic data 

submittal. 

 

6.5 Prohibition on Large Site Disturbances 

 

The prohibition on conducting more than 50 acres of disturbance at one time under CGP 

coverage is proposed for deletion. While the division believes that a construction-phasing 

acreage limit of some kind can be protective of water quality, the limit of 50 acres is based 

on best professional judgment, not on any specific scientific or technical basis. The division 

has been challenged over the scientific, technical, and water-quality basis for 

implementation of a 50-acre limit. In cases where an Individual NPDES permit is required for 

sites solely on the basis of disturbances >50 acres, it is incumbent upon the division to apply 

site-specific conditions more stringent than the requirements of the CGP that are clearly 

necessary to achieve compliance with water quality standards. The 50-acre limit was 

intended to encourage construction phasing, the quick stabilization of disturbed areas, and 

reduce the number of storm events to which soils would likely be exposed.  

 

Projects that proposed to disturb 50 or more acres at a time have previously been subject to 

individual permit requirements. Such projects have never been prohibited. In practice, these 

individual permits have required significant resources from the Department and the permit 

applicant/permittee, without necessarily providing a greater benefit to water quality. Most 
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of the conditions in individual permits for construction stormwater have been pulled from 

the CGP, but with enhanced monitoring and reporting requirements. 

 

The prohibition language was replaced with additional requirements for large disturbances, 

as follows: 

 

“Construction should be phased to keep the total disturbed area less than 50 acres at any 

one time. This includes off-site borrow or disposal areas that meet the conditions of Section 

1.2.2. 

 

On projects where the permittee chooses to disturb more than 50 acres at one time, the 

following additional requirements shall apply: 

 

a) The permittee shall notify the division immediately if more than 50 acres 

of disturbance is planned. 

b) Operator inspections as described in Subsection 5.5.3.8 shall be conducted 

twice per week and following any rainfall event of more than 0.5 inches in 

24 hours, rather than weekly. 

c) Site assessments shall be conducted at each outfall draining 10 or more 

acres (Section 5.5.3.5) or 5 or more acres if draining to waters with 

unavailable parameters or Exceptional Tennessee Waters (Section 6.4.1). 

The site assessment is a documented site inspection conducted by a 

qualified individual to verify the installation, functionality and performance 

of the EPSC measures described in the SWPPP. Site assessments shall 

cover the entire disturbed area and occur within 30 days of construction 

commencing at each portion of the site that drains the qualifying acreage. 

The site assessment shall be performed by individuals with one or more of 

the following qualifications: 

1. A licensed professional engineer or landscape architect; 

2. A Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control 

(CPESC); or 

3. A person who has successfully completed the “Level II Design 

Principles for Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control for 

Construction Sites”. 

d) Data describing the erodibility of soils on site, how the soil type erodibility 

will dictate the needed control measures and how the soil may affect the 

expected quality of runoff from the site shall be provided. The data may be 

referenced or summarized. Hydric soils must be clearly identified. 

e) A geospatial file shall be submitted to the division which identifies the 

project area boundaries as a polygon feature.  This polygon feature can be 

submitted in any common data format (e.g., .kml file, shapefile, feature 

layer, etc.) that is compatible with common geographic systems software 

(e.g., Google Earth, ESRI, QGIS, etc.).  The file name should reflect the same 
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site name provided on the permit application, or a permit tracking number, 

if available.” 

 

This language provides a comparable level of water quality protection as previous individual 

permits for large construction sites without incurring unnecessary processing costs for the 

permittee or the Department.  

 

6.6 Cationic Polymers 

 

Due to their inherent aquatic toxicity, language is proposed to prohibit the use of cationic 

polymers, sometimes considered for suspended solids removal. 

 

 

6.7 Stabilization Practices 

 

At several locations in the CGP text there are time deadlines for implementing stabilization 

measures, using language such as “no later than 14 days after the construction activity in 

that portion of the site has temporarily or permanently ceased”, or “no later than 7 days” in 

the case of steep slopes.  Some stakeholders have claimed that regulators sometimes apply 

these deadlines too rigidly, and requested that the language be given more flexibility to allow 

for site conditions, weather conditions, equipment failures, personal emergencies, etc.   In 

response the language is proposed to be changed to “approximately 2 weeks” and 

“approximately one week.”  The division is seeking broader comment on the advisability of 

this change. 

 

6.8 Schedule of Inspections 

 

The current CGP language requires twice-weekly inspections of all sites. Some stakeholders 

assert that the state CGP should impose no more stringent requirements than those of the 

federal CGP, and that twice-weekly inspections are an additional cost that adds little 

protection for water quality. The federal CGP requires minimum weekly inspections of sites. 

The Department is unaware of any evidence that this lower frequency of inspections under 

the federal CGP has resulted in an increase in pollutant discharges, or in actual pollution. 

Therefore it is proposed to reduce the minimum sampling frequency to once per week.  The 

division is seeking broader stakeholder comment on the subject of inspection frequency. 

 

6.9 Post-Construction Stormwater 

 

References in the current CGP to post-construction stormwater controls or management are 

proposed for deletion.  Post-construction stormwater pollutants should not be regulated in 

the construction stormwater general permit, and the division cannot regulate stormwater 

volumes, only pollutants in stormwater. For MS4 communities, post-construction 
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stormwater is regulated at a local level, and subject to regulation under either individual MS4 

permits or the Phase II general permit for MS4s. 

 

6.10 Individual Permits 

 

New language offering some general criteria (“may include, but are not limited to:”) under 

which the division may require an Individual NPDES permit for a construction stormwater 

discharge is proposed under section 8.11.1.  Given the very high number of construction 

sites across the state, the intent of this provision is to focus Department resources on 

construction projects that have a greater potential to result in pollution of state waters. The 

division is seeking stakeholder input on this clarifying language. 

 

6.11 Site Assessments 

 

The requirement to conduct site assessments on all sites where 10 acres or more drain to a 

point is proposed to apply only to sites with >50 acres disturbed.  Stakeholders have argued 

that the site assessment is a redundant and therefore unnecessary requirement, and that 

permit conditions make the responsibilities of operators to properly install and maintain all 

designed controls clear and enforceable without the need for the additional site assessment.  

Language in section 5.5.3.7 has been added to partially substitute for the site assessment 

requirements, thus consolidating inspection requirements in section 5.   The division is 

requesting comment, particularly from inspectors and consultants’ engineers who perform 

site assessments, on the effectiveness of site assessments. 

7 Permit Issuance and Public Notice Procedures 

 

This general permit is drafted in accordance with applicable NPDES regulations (40 C.F.R. 

Parts 122, 123, 124, and 125), the Tennessee Water Quality Control Act (T.C.A. §§ 69-3-101 to 

-148), and the TDEC’s permit issuance regulations in Rule Chapter 0400-40-05. 

 

The applicable regulations for issuance of this general permit are found in 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.28 

and 123.44, and the regulations for fact sheet requirements are found in 40 C.F.R. §§ 124.8 

and 124.56. 

 

The division has published notice of its intent to issue the CGP for stormwater discharges 

associated with construction activity and notice of a public hearing to receive comments on 

the draft permit.  Comments will be received up to 30 days after publication of this revised 

permit rationale. Any interested person may request copies of the rationale (fact sheet) and 

draft permit and submit written comments on the draft permit. 

 

Specifically, the division provided following information via Notice of proposed permit action 

and Public Hearing NOPH21-002. The division held a public hearing on June 29, 2021 
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For additional information contact: 

 

Mr. Vojin Janjic 

Tennessee Division of Water Resources 

William R. Snodgrass Tennessee Tower, 11th Floor 

312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue 

Nashville, TN  37243-1534 

 

Phone: (615) 532-0670 

E-mail: Vojin.Janjic@tn.gov 
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